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The thin line between facts and fiction  

Hubert Haider, FB Linguistik, Universität Salzburg 

Abstract: This paper discusses three areas of interest for the topic under discussion, named after three 
prominent historical figures, an aspect of whose work serves as the appropriate headline for the re-
spective sections. The problems to be discussed are Wundt’s, Orwells’s, and Crick’s problem. Wundt, 
a founding father of modern psychology, has been the foremost advocate of a rigorous experiment-
based paradigm in cognitive research. Orwell is the authoring mind of a well-known slogan that is not 
only applicable to the diversity of an animal society but also to the modelling of the diversity of lan-
guages. Crick provides a quote on the indeterminacy of the relation between theoretic modelling and 
the reality of a singularly structured black box, if there is no direct access to the details of the complex 
interior structure of the black box. 

1. Wundt’s problem – How to deal with introspection 

The proper way of dealing with introspectively accessed evidence is not a specific problem of linguis-
tics. It has been a central problem of the emerging discipline of psychology in Wundt’s (1832-1920) 
days. For the (late) 19th century psychology, introspection was considered to be the main approach 
road to insights about the mind. It was Wilhelm Wundt who argued that introspection needs to be  
controlled and integrated into a systematic program of psychological experimentation. As for intro-
spection, he makes a point for the importance of differentiating between two conceptions of introspec-
tion, namely ‘Selbstbeobachtung’ (self-observation) and ‘Innere Wahrnehmung’ (inner perception). In 
the English understanding of the concept, the two readings are covered equivocally by the term ’intro-
spection’. Newmeyer (1983:48) makes a similar difference. He distinguishes ‘introspective data’ as 
the result of self-informant work on the one hand, and ‘introspective data’ as metalinguistic judge-
ments by informants (including the self-informant).  

The introspectionist [in the sense of  self-observation], Wundt contemptuously likens to Baron Münch-
hausen, who is famous in the German speaking world for his exaggerations and in particular, for his 
claim of having pulled himself out of the bog by his own pigtail. On the other hand, Wundt empha-
sized introspection [in the sense of internal perception, that is, Innere Wahrnehmung] as the founda-
tion of an empirical psychology (Wundt 1888). 

As for the known drawbacks of the method of gathering data from internal perception, he emphasizes 
that “it is totally in the hands of the psychologists to take care that these defects disappear more and 
more. The only thing they have to do is to seize the experimental method.”1 He admits that for the time 
being he sees obstacles for a ready change in the following two properties. 

“One property is arrogance. There are still some people who consider experimenting a philistine art, 
which one should not deal with, if one does not want to risk loosing the privilege of residing in the 

                                                 
1 „Es ist ganz in die Hand der Psychologen gegeben, dafür zu sorgen, dass diese Fehler mehr und mehr ganz 
verschwinden. Es ist dazu nur das eine nötig daß sie [....] sich der experimentellen Methode [...] bemächtigen.“ 
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pure ether of thoughts.’2 ‘The other property is mistaken modesty. Every art usually tends to appear to 
be more difficult than it really is to those who do not understand it.”3 

However, Wundt does not overestimate the role of the methodology. For him, it is evident that “ex-
perimental psychology is not different from other sciences. The answers that you get are not only de-
pendent on the technical aids you dispose of, but also on the questions you ask. Who asks no questions 
or only mistaken ones must not be surprised if he receives only irrelevant or useless answers” (Wundt 
1888:308).4 

What is the situation in present day grammar theory? First, it is an accepted premise that a satisfactory 
model of the human language faculty, and in particular, of the grammatical properties of human lan-
guages, ultimately has to be a model of how grammar is represented and operative in the human mind. 
Second, present-day grammar theory, especially in the family of generative grammars, produces 
highly complex hypotheses on the organisation of a human grammar.  

Given this state of affair, one would expect a linguist to proceed like any other scientist in a compara-
ble situation would do and devise suitable experiments for testing the various hypotheses thoroughly. 
Interestingly, though, modern grammar theory has not been significantly influenced by findings from 
psycholinguistic experiments on language processing or by acquisition data or data from language 
pathology. The nearly exclusive source of evidence, it seems, still is the native speaker’s intuition of 
the researcher on the linguistic material (s)he analyses, or in Wundt’s terminology, her/his internal 
perception reports and the (partial)5 consent of the research community.  

Wasow & Arnold (2005:1484) emphasized this point as follows: “For reasons that have never been 
made explicit, many generative grammarians appear to regard primary intuitions as more direct evi-
dence of linguistic competence than other types of data. But there is no basis for this belief. Since 
knowledge of language is not directly observable, linguists should use every type of evidence available 
to help us infer what is in speakers’ minds.” 

It still is an exception if a syntactician adds an appendix to a paper and documents the results of, for 
instance, a simple questionnaire study on the acceptability judgements for the data discussed in the 
paper. 

The grammar competence apparently is robust enough and, in particular, invariant across individuals 
to such an extent that this questionable methodology has proven successful over decades of linguistic 
research and has produced a huge amount of  tightly interconnected generalizations on grammatical 
properties and stable insights into aspects of the architecture of human grammars. Imagine, however, a 
psychologist investigating, for instance, the cognitive capacity for number processing, submitting a 
paper to a major journal that is based entirely on his private intuitions (inner perception) sampled from 

                                                 
2 „Die eine Eigenschaft ist der Hochmuth. Es gibt ja immer noch einige Leute, die das Experimentieren für eine 
banausische Kunst halten, mit der man sich nicht befassen dürfe, wenn man nicht des Privilegiums, im Aether 
des reinen Gedanken zu hausens, verlustig gehen wolle.“ 
3 „Die andere Eigenschaft ist die falsche Bescheidenheit. Jede Kunst scheint in der Regel dem, der sie nicht 
versteht, viel schwerer als sie wirklich ist.“ 
4 „Es ist aber in der experimentellen Psychologie nicht anders, als in anderen Wissenschaften auch. Die Antwor-
ten, die man erhält, sind nicht bloß von den Hülfsmitteln, über die man verfügt, sondern auch von den Fragen 
abhängig, die man stellt. Wer keine oder nur verkehrte Fragen zu stellen weiß, der darf sich nicht wundern, wenn 
er nichtssagende oder unbrauchbare Antworten erhält.“ 
5 In both readings of this ambiguous term. 
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various number processing tasks performed by himself. The chances are very high that the paper will 
be returned simply because of the basic methodological flaw of not having tested the hypotheses on a 
sufficiently large group of experimental subjects. 

Why is linguistics different? After all, its focus is a cognitive domain, so the canon of scientific meth-
ods for empirical work should be mandatory for linguistics just as it is mandatory for any other disci-
pline of cognitive science. An essential difference seems to be this: language data are, unlike data from 
other capacities, as for instance vision, discrete and bi-directionally accessible, that is, accessible from 
both the side of production and the side of perception. The inherently discrete structure that allows to 
readily observe fine-grained data contrasts plus the high degree of interindividual uniformity is a prop-
erty of languages. It is this property that gave linguists the chance to produce an extensive set of gen-
eralizations in spite of the questionable acquisition of their body of evidence. (Self) informant data are 
the easiest to obtain (Newmeyer 1983:50) and the paradigm has proven productive to a large extent. 
But even if this (lack of a rigorous) approach sufficed to produce satisfactory results, this does not 
prove, that it will be successful indefinitely, for the following reason. 

Grammar theory had to start from scratch in the past century and it is rightly identified above all with 
Noam Chomsky who formulated a cognitive science research program. Descriptive grammars were 
not concerned with the precise formulation of principles and constraints of grammar. In this pioneer-
ing phase, it was enough to rely on working principles like the ‘clear case method’: if you cannot de-
cide on the basis of the given evidence, find clear cases. If you fail to find clear cases, do not base 
strong claims on this body of evidence. 

Today, the ‘clear case method’ has covered an extensive territory of grammatical phenomena and is 
likely to reach its ‘territorial’ limits. Presently, and of course also in the time before, theoreticians are 
faced with the situation that major competing hypotheses cover the clear cases equally well, and that 
the differentiating predictions that follow from each of the competing hypotheses are not always ‘clear 
cases’. It is this situation that calls for a controlled and methodologically rigorous management of the 
crucial evidence.  

Already thirty years ago, researchers in psycholinguistics (Levelt et als. 1977) emphasized a growing 
but methodologically unsound practice in linguistics: “More and more subtle theory is now being con-
structed on less and less clear cases. In such a situation one would expect linguistics to turn to appro-
priate behavioural methods of data gathering and (statistical) analysis. Nothing of the sort occurs, 
however.” 

Subtle theories normally come as a family, with a common body of clear cases that is covered satisfac-
torily by each of the family members. So, in order to find out empirical differences between the theory 
variants, more marginal areas are visited in order to recruit differentiating data. These are too often 
‘less clear cases’    

Usually, the ‘unclear cases’ are a matter of dispute.  They are either recruited as grammatical in sup-
port of a given hypothesis, or as ungrammatical, in arguments against a given hypothesis. In the case 
of defence, alleged counterevidence may be ‚explained‘ away as ungrammatical although it is not. 
This is the case of ‘falsely negative’. The specific examples used in the argument may indeed be un-
grammatical or merely degraded by intervening factors that are irrelevant. In the latter case, they are 
wrongly dismissed. 
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On the other hand, the evidence that is raised against a given hypothesis may be indeed irrelevant or 
mistaken as grammatical and judged falsely positive. Obviously, in both cases, the evidence needs to 
be assessed independently.  

Figure 1 illustrates the situation. The evidence that is used can be partitioned into three sets, namely 
the clearly acceptable one, the clearly unacceptable one, and the unclear cases. It is this set, that may 
be used ambiguously in the argumentations. Does this happen in reality?   

Figure 1                                   

Here is a linguistic illustration for the described situation. Figure 2 is a display of the results of a ques-
tionnaire inquiry conducted by Gisbert Fanselow and provoked by a preliminary version of Haider 
(2004). There, it is claimed that the subject-object asymmetry found with in-situ wh-elements in Eng-
lish is a VO property and absent in OV languages. Therefore, Fanselow sent a questionnaire to native 
Dutch linguists asking for their ratings of a sample of relevant data. The results turned out to be highly 
puzzling, as the following figure illustrates.              Figure 2:   

  1 5 6 4 3 9 7 2 8 10 

  

ik weet 
niet wie 
wat 
gekocht 
heeft 

ik weet 
niet, wie 
wat an 
wie 
gegeven 
heeft 

ik weet 
wie wat 
gekocht 
heeft 

ik weet 
niet wat 
wie wat 
aan wie 
gegeven 
heeft 

ik weet niet 
wat welke 
leraar ge-
kocht heeft 

wie weet wat 
wie gekocht 
heeft voor 
zijn zusje 

wie weet 
wat wie 
gekocht 
heeft  

ik weet 
niet wat 
wie 
gekocht 
heeft 

ik weet 
niet wat 
wie ge-
kocht heeft 
voor zijn 
zusje 

wie weten al welke 
boeken deze 
studenten hebben 
gekocht, maar wij 
wegen nog niet, 
wat wie precies 
heeft gekocht 

1 + + + + + + + + + + 
2 + + + + + + + + + - 
3 + + + + + + + + + + 
4 + + + + + + + + + + 
5 + + + + + 0 + + - 0 
6 + + + + 0 + + - 0 - 
7 + + + + 0 + + 0 0 - 
8 + + + + + + 0 0 0 0 
9 + + + + + 0 0 0 - - 

10 + + + + + - - 0 0 + 
11 + + + + + - - - - 0 
12 + + + + - + - - - - 
13 + + + 0 + - + - - - 
14 + + + 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 
15 + + + 0 - 0 0 0 - - 
16 + + + 0 0 - - 0 - + 
17 + + + 0 - - - - - - 
18 + + + 0 0 - - - - 0 
19 + + + 0 0 - - - - - 
20 + + + 0 - - - - - 0 
21 + + + - - - - - - - 
22 + + + - - - - - - - 
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Three of the 22 raters judge all examples as acceptable. On the other hand, there are five, who rate at 
least 50% of the sentences as deviant. There are clear cases, namely the sentences of the first three 
rows, but there is no clearly deviant sentence since there is no item ruled out by all raters. 

The crucial data for the controversy are 4-10, since in these sentences, the object precedes an in-situ 
wh-subject, like in (1). Exactly for these sentences the ratings are heterogeneous. Would I be right if I 
base my claims on the raters who vote positively or should I consider them as mistaken and follow the 
‘thumbs-down’ ratings with the risk that they are wrong? 

This situation is a good illustration of an ‘unclear data’ situation that needs to be clarified. Although 
this very area of data has been the favourite target of intensive modelling in grammar theory for at 
least two decades, starting in 1977 with Chomsky’s ‘On wh-movement’,  there does not exist a single 
controlled study on wh-movement asymmetries for English or for any other Germanic language from 
this time. It is Featherston (2001), who presented the first in-depth experimental study on wh-move-
ment, and this study is worth being replicated and extended for double-checking its basic claims. 

In English, a wh-subject must not remain in-situ (1b), but it has to be fronted. In German, however, 
both orders are perfectly acceptable (1c,d). This is uncontroversial, at least for embedded wh-clauses. 
Why should Dutch be controversial in this respect?   

(1) a.  It is unclear what shocked whom 
 b. * It is unclear whom what shocked 
 c.  Es ist unklar, was wen schockierte  (= 1a) 
 d.  Es ist unklar, wen was schockierte  (= 1b) 

A heterogeneous pattern of acceptance/rejection as in figure (2) is an appropriate illustration of the 
problem characterized abstractly in figure (1). In this case, it would surely help to have a standardized 
method of assessing the validity of the evidence. In addition, a standardized method would improve 
the cross-linguistic validity. How else could I weigh the rejection of (1b) in English in comparison to 
the rejection of the Dutch counterpart by some informants? 

Since Wundt’s time, psychology has continuously developed a canon of standards for empirical work. 
The minimal measures to be observed are to guarantee data collection and data evaluation under con-
trolled circumstances. This presupposes a large enough number of experimental subjects, subjects 
ignorant of the test hypotheses, a randomized presentation of stimuli, and a representative set of stim-
uli, in a test design with distractor stimuli. 

Acceptability judgements, that is, intuitions of informants on the acceptability of stimuli, are a legiti-
mate class of evidence for linguistic hypotheses but they should be treated as what they are, namely 
experimental data whose quality is dependent on experimental standards.6 But, even if data are highly 
accurate in terms of discrimination between acceptable and unacceptable, they are not imprinted with 
their appropriate interpretation relative to a test hypothesis. Here is an illustration. For details see 
Fanselow (1991: 330), Müller (1995: 323f.), and Haider (2004). 

(2) a.  Who(m) did you instruct to get what? 
 b. * What did you instruct who(m) to get?  
 c.  * Who(m) did you instruct who(m) to inform?  
                                                 
6 Featherston (2007:410) points out that in principle, the choice of the method does not influence the results. The 
data from informant intuitions (judgements) and from other experimental methods converge.   
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 d.   Wen hast du beauftragt was zu besorgen?   (=2a) 
 e. (?) Was hast du wen beauftragt zu besorgen?  (=2b) 
 f.  * Wen hast du wen beauftragt zu informieren? (=2c) 
 g. (?) Was hat dich wer beauftragt, für uns zu besorgen 
   what has you-ACC who-NOM instructed for us to get 

In the literature, (2b,c) are considered to be clear cases of a superiority restriction (or its present day 
renderings in terms of a minimal link condition). The German counterpart of (2b), however, is repre-
sentative for a pattern that is generally judged as acceptable by informants. It is expected, of course, 
that (2e) is felt to be more difficult to process than (2d), since the antecedent-gap computation is com-
plicated by the intervening wh-item. (2f), however, is strongly deviant in German, too, although its 
structure is identical with the structure of (2e). Therefore, the crucial difference between (2e) and (2f) 
is not the structure but the non-distinctness of the two wh-items in (2f). It is this property that seems to 
be an intolerable processing impediment. Incidentally, Müller (1995:324) claims that the in-situ sub-
ject (2g) in comparison to an in-situ object (2e) is more marginal because of a grammaticality viola-
tion. This is a judgement that I feel unable to share and therefore would like to see being tested. 

Here is the point announced above: even if we take the acceptability ratings in (2) for granted, this 
does not tell us whether its causality is to be sought in grammar or in processing. The German con-
trasts point to processing restrictions. As long as the wh-items are morphologically distinct, crossing 
does not principally reduce its acceptability. It makes the structure more complicated to process but 
not ungrammatical.  

As for English, the contrast between (2a) and (2b,c) has been taken as a ‘clear’ case of a grammatical 
causality, namely a superiority violation. What is needed under these circumstances is a systematic 
and controlled experimental check that is sensitive for the crucial variable (gradient processing diffi-
culties vs. categorical grammar constraint) of the competing hypotheses.7  

The pattern of acceptance/rejection in figure 2 is a good illustration for the fact that professional train-
ing does not guarantee uniform judgements. This relativises Gleitman & Gleitman’s (1970) opinion 
that “for an in-depth syntactic investigation, native command of the given language is indispensable: 
Only the most sophisticated speakers can supply the exquisite judgements required for writing a 
grammar” and confirms Labov’s (1978) statement that “good practice in the more advanced sciences 
distrusts most of all the memory and impressions of the investigator himself.” A simple account for the 
diverging patterns in figure two would be the (hard to produce) verification that in this case, some 
raters are likely to have superimposed their theoretical convictions on their own native speaker’s 
judgement.  If this was the true cause, the situation is an illustration of the problem to be discussed in 
the following section. 

2. Orwell’s problem – all languages are equal, but some are more equal than others 

Presently, the majority of languages covered by Generative Grammar come from a single language 
family (Indo-European: Germanic and Romance subfamilies), and a single type, namely strictly head-

                                                 
7 This test, of course, cannot be limited to the contrasts in (2a-c). It has to  consider strongly distinct wh-phrases 
as in i) as well as embedded wh-clauses in constrast with direct questions. 

i) As for your students, which books did you request whom to read and summarize? 
ii) As for your students, it is unclear to them which books you requested whom to read and summarize. 
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initial languages. A single, highly exceptional8 language of the Germanic family serves as the model 
language and grammar theoretical ‘fruit fly’ (‘drosophila grammatica’). The modelling of this type of 
language has resulted in a grammar theory appropriate for this type of languages. It is understandable 
that a grammar architecture that has proven successful for the modelling of a number of (VO) lan-
guages is adopted as the frame of reference for the integration of non-VO languages, too. It is less 
understandable, though, if empirical discrepancies are explained away as if they were merely acciden-
tal deviations rather than analyzed in an empirically adequate model. 9 

It is a legitimate working hypothesis to start with that well-established principles of grammars are 
considered as valid and that they are therefore immunized and shielded against conflicting evidence by 
introducing auxiliary hypothesis, for some time. This is legitimate as long as the auxiliary hypotheses 
are taken as hypotheses that have to be checked and justified with independent evidence. It is not le-
gitimate if the argument runs like this: here is a set of data from language L whose crucial property 
should follow from hypothesis Y, but it does not. However, if we assume hypothesis X, the properties 
follow from Y. Therefore, X is part of the grammar of L. It is this conclusion that needs to be checked 
independently since it this proposition that protects Y, and we have to make sure that the assumption 
of X is justified, otherwise we would have to give up or at least modify Y. It is this requirement of 
producing independent evidence that is neglected too often in grammar theoretical argumentation. 

Let us return once more to the examples in (1b,d): German does not display the so-called superiority 
contrasts in the way English does.10 This challenges the assumption that in German, a nominative DP 
is confined to the same functional spec-position that an English subject is. In Haider (1986, 2004), it is 
argued that the lack of an English-like contrast follows from the fact that in German, the subject re-
mains in its VP-internal position and there is no obligatory functional subject position in the German 
clause structure, and that this follows ultimately from a basic OV/VO difference. In this case, hypothe-
sis Y is the premise that universally, the surface subject position is a functional spec-position (EPP 
hypothesis: every clause has an obligatory functional subject position). Hypothesis X is produced in 
order to protect the EPP against these facts. It could run like this:   

Wiltschko’s (1997:123f.) suggests the following auxiliary hypothesis: German permits scrambling and 
scrambling is supposed to produce d-linking and d-linking cancels superiority (Pesetsky 1987). Hence, 
wh-subjects that stay in situ, stay in a scrambled position and not in their base position. For example, 
superiority would apply only to the structure (3b), but not to the scrambled variant (3c). Therefore, the 
acceptability of (3a) is hypothetically guaranteed if it is assigned the structure (3c).  

(3) a. Wen hat was schockiert? 
      what has what shocked  
 b. Wenj hat [VP *was ej schockiert]?  hypothesis: not scrambled 
 c. Wenj hat [wasi [VP  ei ej schockiert]?  hypothesis: ‚d-linked’ subject 
 d. Wenj hat [ej  [wasi [VP  ei ej schockiert]?  hypothesis: scrambled object 

                                                 
8 For example: English has V2 declaratives, but only under exceptional circumstances (with fronted negated 
quantified objects). It has finite verbs that move to higher functional head positions, but the majority of verbs do 
not. For the verbs that do not move, an expletive auxiliary is used instead (‘do-support’). It has subject expletives 
but their distribution is so much restricted that an intransitive passive is unavailable in English. 
9 A corollary of Murphy’s law: for every complex problem, there is a simple, easy to understand, wrong solution: 
‘all languages have the same basic clause structure’ that is modulated by syntactic processes (see Kayne 1994). 
10 For more details see Featherston (2005) and  my comment (Haider in press) and Featherston’s reply in the 
same volume.  
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Richards (1997: 90) tries to arrive at the same result in a more direct way. He assumes, like Wiltschko, 
that wh-elements can be scrambled in German. Scrambling has the effect of bringing a ‘lower’ wh-
phrase closer to the target Spec-CP position prior to wh-movement. So the position from where wh-
movement of the object in (3d) starts is higher than the subject position and therefore superiority gets 
pre-empted. However, what both seem to be unaware of is the fact that a scrambled variant of a multi-
ple wh-clause is unacceptable (see also Müller & Sternefeld 1993): 

 (4)   * Wann hat wasi denn wer ei gesehen? 
           when has what PRT who seen   

Moreover, Richards does not honour the crucial factor for the contrast in (1a,b), namely the fact that 
the in-situ wh-element must not be a wh-element in the functional subject position. A scrambling ac-
count as in (3d) would not solve this problem, since the in-situ wh-element would continue to be a 
subject in a subject position.11 

In this situation, it is necessary to check data in contexts that do not involve scrambling or d-linking. 
Here, Dutch comes into play because Dutch does not allow the scrambling of DPs. For Dutch, data as 
in figure (2) and in (5) are immediately relevant.  

(5) a. Ik kan mij niet herinneren wat aan wie toebehoorde 
     I can myself not remember what to whom belonged 
 b. Ik kan mij niet herinneren aan wie wat toebehoorde 
     I can myself not remember to whom what belonged 

(5b) should be as unacceptable as its English counterpart, if the Dutch sentence structure is identical 
with the English one, in the relevant aspect. But, informants tell me that they would not at all reject 
(5b) as unacceptable; some even prefer it over (5a).  

If d-linking is invoked, the relevant contrasts for d-linking would have to be checked carefully. DPs 
with a wh-modifier like ‘how many’ cannot be d-linked since this is a quantifier ranging over cardinal-
ities of sets and not over individuals. So, if d-linking matters, there should be a contrast between d-
linkable wh-items and those that cannot be d-linked. But there is no contrast, it seems.  

(6) a. Wen haben wieviele/welche Zeugen wiedererkannt? 
     whom have how-many/which witnesses re-identified 
 b. Welchen Briefträger haben wieviele/wessen Hunde gebissen? 
  which postman have how-many/whose dogs bitten 

I would expect, given my own judgements and a small number of collected ones that a systematic 
survey would substantiate the claim that there is no relevant acceptability contrast for the examples in 
(6) that would support the d-linking hypothesis. 

Each of these cases illustrates the need of a broad enough investigation into the acceptability proper-
ties of the (apparent) evidence and (apparent) counterevidence for the controversy between a VO-
based approach that claims the EPP property for both VO and OV sentence structures and an approach 

                                                 
11    Chomsky (1981:236) notes that a wh-subject is illformed in situ, independent of superiority considerations 
since in the following example sentences, superiority is not involved.  
 i. * It is unclear who thinks (that) who saw us 
 ii.  I don’t know who would be happy if he/*who won the prize        
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that takes the headedness difference between OV and VO as a crucial difference that is relevant for a 
set of contrasts that comprise at least the following OV/VO ‘mismatches’ (Haider 2005): 

• EPP property for clause structures of the SVO type only 
• VP-shells in VO only 
• compactness of head-initial structures only 
• edge effect for adjunction to a head-initial structure 
• V-clustering in head-final structures 

The EPP property is a direct consequence of the SVO property. In SVO languages, the VP is head-
initial with respect to the objects, but the VP-internal subject position precedes the verbal head. On the 
hypothesis that merged elements need a licensing head in the canonical direction, the VP-internal sub-
ject is not canonically licensed, unless there is a functional head preceding and licensing the position, 
and the subject moves to the spec position if case-linking requires this. In OV, the arguments of the 
verb are all canonically licensed in their VP-internal position, since the direction of merger is identical 
with the direction of canonical licensing. 

(7) a.   [FP Spec [F’ F° → [VP DP [V’ V° → ....]]]]   SVO 
 b.   .... [VP DP ← [ .... ← V°]]     SOV 

The compactness property (8a) is an immediate consequence of the VP shell structure of head-initial 
VPs which in itself is a consequence of implementing a head-initial structure in a system with the uni-
versal property that merging applies to the left hand side of a phrase only. Since the head must canoni-
cally license a complement, the only way to license a complement preceding the original head posi-
tion, that is complement1 in (8a),  is re-merging the head to the left of the higher complement. The 
result is a VP-shell structure. For OV there is no need for a shell structure since any complement pre-
cedes the head. 

(8) a.  [head (*XP) complement]  
 b.  [headi → [complement1 [ei → complement2]]] 
 c.   [headi → [(*XP1) complement1 [(*XP2) [ei → complement2 ]]]] 

Compactness follows from the licensing principle: the (extended) head and the licensed position 
minimally, mutually c-command in the canonical licensing direction. In (8b), complement1 is mini-
mally and canonically c-commanded by the preceding head in the shell structure, and this head is 
minimally and canonically c-commanded by virtue of the chain relation in the shell structure: the 
complement1 c-commands the trace of the raised head. In OV, there is in each case a sister relation 
between the merged phrase and the head Vo or the extended head V’ in the canonical direction: 

(9)   [VP complement1 ← [V’ complement2 ← V°]] 

An intervening XP, as for instance an adjunct or a scrambled argument, in (8c) destroys the minimality 
requirement of licensing. The XP1 prevents the head from minimally c-commanding its compement1, 
and XP2 would destroy the minimal c-command relation between complement1 and the trace of the 
head. 

German, like Dutch, is a language with mixed directionality. The VP is head-final and the NP is head-
initial. In German and Dutch, an infinitive can be recategorised as a noun. This allows to check the 
contrast in compactness between the head-final VP and the head-initial NP:  
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(10) a.  [analyze (*with care) the data]VP  
 b.  [die Daten (mit Sorgfalt) analysierenV° ]VP 

       the data-ACC (with care) analyze 
 c.  das [AnalysierenN° (*mit Sorgfalt) der Daten/von Daten]NP 

   the  analyz(ing)  (with care)  the data-GEN /of data 

Since scrambling is another source of producing interveners, head-initial structures do not allow 
scrambling and are characterized by a rigid word order. 

The edge effect (Haider 2000) is characteristic of head-initial phrases. An adjunct merged to a head 
initial phrases behaves as if it selects the phrase as a quasi-complement. The head of the adjunct and 
the target phrase are immediately adjacent: 

(11) a.  He has [(much more) often (*than anyone else) [VP participated in this contest]]VP  
 b.  Er hat [an dem Wettbewerb (sehr viel) öfter (als jemand anderer) teilgenommen]VP 
   he has  in the competition (much more) often /than anyone else) participated 
 c.  A [bigger (*than John)] [man]]NP   
 d.   ein [größerer *(als Hans)] [Mann]]NP 

   a  bigger (than Hans) man 

The English VP and the English and German NP are head-initial. The head effect for these phrases is 
illustrated in (11a), (11c) and (11d), respectively. The German VP is head-final and there is no edge 
effect. 

Finally, V clustering is an OV property. It is not found in VO. Straightforward evidence for the exis-
tence of V-clustering is the nominalization of clusters. Nominalization is a word formation process 
and word formation is restricted to the lexical category level. A verbal cluster is a head-to-head ad-
junction structure (Haider 2003) and therefore a structure of category V°. Hence a cluster is eligible 
for a word formation process. 

(12)   Example: nominalized V° cluster12 in German 

 a.   [Deadlines [verstreichen lassen]]VP 
        deadlines     expire          let 
 b.   das VerstreichenlassenN° der/von Deadlines 
           the  letting expire the-GEN/of deadlines 
 c.   [Deadlines [verstreichen lassen müssen]]VP 

    deadlines expire let must 
 d.   das VerstreichenlassenmüssenN° der/von Deadlines 
   the  expire-let-must the-GEN /of deadlines 
   'the having to let the deadlines expire'  
 e. * *the let(ting) (of) deadlines expire  

                                                 
12 V-cluster nominalization must be distinguished from VP-nominalization. The latter is possible in English, too, 
of course. Thanks to Sam Featherston for providing example iii). 
 i)   das Verstreichenlassenmüssen der/von deadlines (=12d)  VC nominalization 
 ii) dein [die Deadlines verstreichen lassen müssen]VP/NP  VP nominalization 
  your [the deadlinesACC expire let must] 
 iii) This [ letting deadlines expire]VP/NP gives the department a bad name. 
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What is the role of evidence for Orwell’s problem? While Wundt’s problem concerns the level of ob-
servational adequacy, Orwell’s problem is a problem on the level of descriptive adequacy. Its focus is 
the empirically adequate formulation of the generalizations covering the data. A generalization is a 
hypothetical grammatical law for covering properties and correlations of data.    

Empirical adequacy at this level is not a matter of data accuracy but of data representativity. Generali-
zations are generalizations based on partionings of the set of data according to the properties of the 
subsets. The problem at this level is not a misrepresentation of a datum, but a mispartitioning of the 
data set. The two main sources for mispartitioning are the following. 

One source is the strict adherence to a theoretical premise that requires a particular partitioning. Here 
is an example. The VO-based model predicts a set of structural subject-object asymmetries in syntax. 
OV languages do not show the same partitioning. But, there are of course subject-object differences. 
After all, it is the subject that agrees in finite clauses, and in transitive constructions, the subject pre-
cedes the object. So, it is expected that there are subject-object asymmetries. For instance, it is obvious 
that there is a difference between (13a) and (13b) for multiple wh-constructions. After all, in (13a), a 
wh-item is fronted across a preceding wh-item. In processing (13a), the working memory is confronted 
with two wh-items simultaneously. In (13b), the fronted wh-item can be linked to its base position 
already when the second item is met. In (13a), the fronted wh-item has to be kept on store when the in-
situ wh-item has been parsed. 

(13) a.  Weni hat wer ei zuerst bemerkt?  
    whom has who first noticed 
 b.  Weri hat ei wen zuerst bemerkt? 
    who has what zuerst notices 
 c. ??Whom has who ei noticed first? 

But, and this is crucial, the difference is not the kind of structural difference that leads to a grammati-
cality violation in a VO sentence structure. If there is a difference between (13a,b), it is a processing 
difference, and it should not be equivocated with the difference in English, with (13c) as the deviant 
order. The source of the deviance for (13c) in English is the in-situ wh-subject in the functional subject 
position, and this source is absent in OV.  

A second source of getting astray is the reliance on a selective and thereby not fully representative data 
basis. There are two different ways of committing this mistake. The obvious one is the reliance on too 
narrow a set of data, neglecting crucial positive data that bear on the issue. A good illustration pro-
vides Reinhart’s (1983) analysis of extraposition (see below). 

A less easy to control, second way is the failure to systematically check the given hypothesis for over-
generation: does a given hypothesis admit data that actually should be excluded? An illustration of this 
problem can be found in the discussion of the verb clustering phenomenon. 

As for extraposition, the following set of data has been taken to be indicative of different adjunction 
sites by Reinhart (1983) and Culicover & Rochemont (1990). The rule for disjoint reference, that is, 
Principle C of the binding system, seems to differentiate between extraposed argument clauses on the 
one hand and extraposed relative clauses on the other. A referential expression in an extraposed rela-
tive clause does not trigger a principle C violation. As a consequence, relative clauses were supposed 
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to be adjoined higher than the object position. Being adjoined to a higher position, they are not in the 
c-command domain of a VP internal potential binder of the matrix clause. 

(14) a.   I sent heri many gifts last year [that Maryi did not like]Relative clause  (C&R 1990: 29) 
    b.   It bothered heri [that Rosa*i had failed]Argument clause  (Reinhart 1983: 49) 

If the examples in (14) are assumed to reflect structurally conditioned binding effects, this effect is 
captured if the extraposed clause is in a position c-commanded by the object pronoun of the matrix 
clause in (14b) but outside the c-command domain of the object in (14a). This is the case if the relative 
clause is adjoined to a position higher than the VP. The extraposed subject clause (14b) must be in a 
lower position, namely one that is c-commanded by the indirect object. It is a necessary and unavoid-
able consequence then that the relative clause must follow the argument clause, if both are extraposed, 
since the relative clause ends up in a position higher than the extraposed argument clause. Curiously, 
the authors did not test this consequence. If they had, they would have realized that the prediction is 
contradicted by the facts (Haider 1997). The correct order (15a) is different from the predicted one 
(15b), and the binding differences nevertheless hold (15c).  

(15) a.  It bothered everyone considerably who knows her that she had failed the exam 
 b.  * It bothered everyone considerably that she had failed the exam who knows her 
 c.  Someone has told heri [who Maryi had not met before] [that Mary*i is in danger] 

Incidentally, the order pattern among extraposed clauses still is unaccounted for in the literature. How-
ever, it is clear that the original assumption in terms of extraposition sites at different depths of em-
beddings for relative versus argument clauses cannot be correct.  

Brody (2004:151) objects to my conclusion that principle C binding is an unreliable source of evi-
dence and writes “that there are a number of analyses compatible with the observation in (15c) and a 
c-command dependent principle C.”13 He suggests a Right Node Raising derivation for the comple-
ment clause and illustrates it with the following structure assignment. 

(16)  Someone has told [herx (that *Maryx will ... )] [who Mary met] [that Mary will prevail] 

What this amounts to is binding under reconstruction. In his words, “since principle C is sensitive to 
elements in A´-trace positions [...], disjointness [...] can be determined in the trace position and the 
extraposed complement clause could be stacked higher than and on the right of V and its comple-
ments.” However, what this suggestion completely ignores is the anti-reconstruction property of CPs 
in A´-position.  

It is well-known (see van Riemsdijk & Williams (1981), on anti-crossover) that in principle C con-
texts, uncontroversially A´-moved clauses are not reconstructed. (17a) is an A´-moved clause, and it 
contrasts with the extraposed clause (17b) with respect to disjoint reference. Therefore, it is far from 
evident, that the disjoint reference effect with extraposed clauses can be attributed to reconstruction.  

(17) a.  [Dass Michasi Position unhaltbar sei]j hat ihmi keiner ej gesagt  
   [that Micha’s position untenable is] has him nobody told 
                                                 
13 The relative clause obviously is opaque for principle C. So c-command is irrelevant here, since binding does 
not apply. In fact, adverbial clauses show the same property: 

i. Ich werde ihni, wenn ich Maxi treffe, damit konfrontieren 
 I shall him if I meet Max with-it confront  (‘I shall confront him with it, if I meet Max’) 
ii) Ich habe ihri, als ich Mariai traf, gratuliert 
 I have her when I Mary met congratulated (‚I have congratulated her when I met Mary’) 
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 b.  Keiner hat ihmi  (ej) gesagt, [dass Michas*i Position unhaltbar sei]j 

   nobody has him told [that Micha’s position untenable is] 

Let us turn now to the second road to a miss, namely an overlooked overgeneration. Investigations of 
the verb clustering properties in German and the Germanic OV languages usually start with the VO 
model of stacked verbal projections (18a) as the base structure (18b): 

(18) a.  [V1° [V2° [V3° ...]VP]VP]VP OV:  stacked verbal projections   
 b.  [[[... V3°]VP V2°]VP V1°]VP  VO:  stacked verbal projections ? – or  
 c.   [.... [[[V3°] V2°] V1°]V° ]VP  verbal cluster ?    

An obvious difference between (18a) and (18b) is easy to read off the bracketing. (18b) is a centre-
embedding structure. The clustering structure (18c) eliminates the centre-embedded VPs and confines 
recursion to the local domain of the verbal cluster. It is still a controversial issue in the literature as to 
whether there exists a genuine cluster as in (18b). The alternative to this assumption is the removal of 
all the material in the VP of V3 in (18b), except the verbal head. As a consequence, the resulting sub-
tree would consist only of verbs, but it is still a stacked VP structure. What is neglected (Wurmbrand 
2001) or left unexplained (Koopman & Szabolcsi 2001) is a consequence of this analysis that turns out 
to be negative. It is the following property that is not taken into consideration: the verbal cluster is 
compact; VPs, however, allow extraposition to their right edge: 

(19) a.  dass sie das Problem erkannt haben (*das hier auftritt) müssten 
   that they the problem recognized have, that here arises, must 
 b.   [Das Problem erkannt haben, das hier auftritt]VP müssten sie aber 
   [the problem recognized have that here arises] must they well 

The ungrammaticality of the pattern (19a) is also counterevidence for the still wide-spread assumption 
that the finite verb in German and Dutch moves to a clause final functional head. In this case, extrapo-
sition could target the right edge of the VP and produce the positive evidence for a separate verb posi-
tion outside of, and to the right of, the VP. The evidence is negative, however. 

Let us turn to the general issue of this subsection again. Orwell’s problem is not a problem of sloppy 
data. It is a problem of (mostly unintended) sloppy data management. An affirmative action approach 
– “here is my hypothesis, there are the data that support it” – does not guarantee success in science if 
this amounts to disregarding substantive counterevidence that resists integration into the presently 
favored model. It is well known that there is no logically valid method of verification, but there is a 
logically valid method of falsification. Hence, counterevidence has primacy over merely supportive 
evidence. 

3. Crick’s problem – a black box is a black box 

Crick’s problem is as follows: “The difficulty of the method of the black box is this. If the interior of 
the box does not have a very simple structure, the method soon will reach a stage in which different 
theories cover all observable results sufficiently well. Attempts to decide between the theories fail 
because new experiments only produce new complexities. One has no other choice than groping one’s 
way into the box” (Crick 1979:148).14 

                                                 
14 This is the author’s translation of the published version: “Die Schwierigkeit der Methode des schwarzen Kas-
tens besteht darin, dass man - sofern das Innere des Kastens nicht sehr einfach strukturiert ist - sehr bald ein 
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The method of collecting native speaker judgements is a black-box-method. The competence of the 
native speaker is a black-box faculty of mind. The judgements are elicited output data of the black 
box. The method is an attempt to learn about the structure of the black box by systematically studying 
input-triggered reactions on potential output qualities. In other words, the native informant is required 
to judge whether a given expression is a possible acceptable output of his own black box. 

The undeniable success of the introspective method in linguistics in the past half century must not be 
misinterpreted. Sure enough, the method has been sufficient for uncovering a substantive body of in-
tricate grammatical properties, both within a given language as well as cross-linguistically. But, and 
this is the crucial point, the method is not sufficient for uncovering the structure of the mental system 
of grammar processing that is the ultimate source of these set of properties. This is the point of Crick’s 
claim. The black box method is a method that is not suited for producing reliable insights into the 
internal make up of the system. All you can do is testing your hypotheses on the level of weakly 
equivalent systems. The acceptance/rejection reactions of an informant are, as far as the grammar-
based qualities are concerned, reactions on impenetrable qualia of linguistic expressions produced by 
the black box. 

You might object that this is a situation that scientists are confronted with in other areas of science as 
well. But this objection would be inappropriate, because the parallel fails in an essential respect. If, for 
example, a scientist wants to test a hypothesis on what is going on in the interior of the sun, (s)he of 
course is unable to run an experiment on or within the sun. But, and this is the crucial difference, the 
scientist has a model at his disposal whose components have been tested and experimentally estab-
lished in close contact and under immediate supervision in the lab. Branches of cognitive science may 
use animal models for testing hypothesis on neurocognition. The situation in linguistics is unique in so 
far as linguistics investigates a mental capacity of a single species, members of which cannot be used 
as subjects for systematic experimental studies of the kind carried out with primates, for instance. Lin-
guistics lacks an animal model and linguistics lacks a well-understood background theory of the neu-
rophysiologic processes that subserve the specific mental capacity, notwithstanding the significant 
headway that has been made in the past two decades (Poeppel & Embick 2005). In the present situa-
tion, the degree of freedom in the space of explanatory models is vast. In practice, it is impossible to 
narrow them down to a level where each degree of freedom could be tested separately. This is what 
Crick seems to have in mind when he remarks that “the theories fail because new experiments only 
produce new complexities”. 

How could one grope one’s way into the black-box? The answer is obvious. There is no privileged 
access road. The available way is the way paved by psycho- and neurolinguistics. Given this situation,  
it is telling that on the one hand, grammar theory claims to model a mental capacity, but on the other 
hand, the results of psycholinguistic investigations into this mental capacity have no direct influence at 
all on grammar theory. No theoretical claim has ever been given up for the sole reason that it is in 
conflict with psycholinguistic findings. Linguistics is in the curious situation that the theoretical 
branch (grammar theory), which is obviously in need of an experimental companion (in parallel to 
other, more mature branches of science, as for instance theoretical and experimental biol-

                                                                                                                                                         
Stadium erreicht, in dem unterschiedliche Theorien alle beobachtbaren Resultate gleich gut zu erklären vermö-
gen. Versuche, zwischen den Theorien zu entscheiden, schlagen fehl, weil neue Experimente nur neue Komple-
xitäten zutage fördern. Man hat dann keine andere Wahl, als sich in den Kasten hineinzutasten.“  
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ogy/chemistry/physics), does without psycholinguistics. In the present day situation, a theoretical lin-
guists is not obliged to put to test a novel claim in an experiment that produces clear-cut behavioural 
data of a representative group of test subjects. The scientific community of the grammar theory camp 
seems to be content with example sentences and complex arguments that are meant to show that prop-
erties of these example sentences follow from a set of highly intricate assumptions.15   

Why should this be so? One reason Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky (2007:320) formulate as 
follows: “experimental data may be superior to intuitions in terms of their reliability, but they still 
require interpretation. They allow just as much misinterpretation as intuitions.”  

Just like native speaker judgements, the reactions of the test subject to the stimuli “reflect the endpoint 
of an interaction between a variety of linguistic and extralinguistic factors, thus rendering direct con-
clusions from grammatical theory just as useful or just as problematic as those drawn from careful 
intuitive judgements” (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky 2007: 321).  

A spontaneous but inappropriate reaction could be this: if the data produced by psycholinguistic ex-
periments are just as indirect as native speaker judgements, we can just as well stick to the latter and 
forget about the former. This reaction overlooks the essential point, however. Psycholinguistic data are 
not superior because of their guaranteed success or their higher significance; they are superior because 
of their experimentally controlled acquisition on the one hand, and the (not yet fulfilled) opportunity 
of getting closer to the immediate mental source of the grammatical properties of the data, on the other 
hand.  

Computer-based techniques of investigating the brain activities in language processing have become 
standard tools in the past two decades for psycho- and neurolinguistic research. These methods16 pro-
vide insights into the temporal dynamics (ERP) of processing activities and the coarse localisation of 
foci of task-related activities in the brain. The ERP method concentrates on signatures (changes in the 
electric potential measured on the scalp, in terms of charge polarity, latency and power change) in the 
signal and their correlation with types of linguistic processing activities (see Friederici 2002 for an 
overview).  

Dogil et als. (2002) present results of, and a general methodological background for, an fMRI ap-
proach to language processing. In particular, the aim of the series of experiments presented in the pa-
per was to locally differentiate the processing sites for phonological, syntactic and semantic opera-
tions. In sum, the results confirmed for the intact brain what has been surmised already on the basis of 
the results from patholinguistic research on brain lesions.     

The ERP method, from the beginning, concentrated on the difference between the brain’s reactions on 
deviant versus well-formed stimuli and the correlates thereof in the recorded signals. So, this comes 
close to what we are looking for, namely an indicator of ungrammaticality that is tightly associated 
with the relevant brain activities. Roehm & Haider (in press) tried to focus their investigation on this 
issue, with the following design. 

                                                 
15 Not every observer formulates his discontent as squarely as Liebermann (2007:435): “In short [...] the linguis-
tic enterprise, like the Ptolemaic astronomical theory, will in time be regarded as fruitless an exercise in logic 
and disjoint from reality.” 
16 There are mainly two kind of methods: i) EEG measurement of event related potentials (ERP) that provide 
characteristic signatures in terms of latency, polarity and amplitude of the signal, and ii), imaging methods like 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), which records the supposedly task-triggered differences in the 
regional cerebral bloodflow. 
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The crucial question was this: can we find a reliable correlate in the EEG activities for the difference 
between a potentially resolvable conflict in contrast with a grammatically fatal conflict. The area of 
grammar we used for the stimulus selection is the interaction between the V2 property of a German 
finite clause and the distribution of verbal particles. In a declarative clause, a single categorically arbi-
trary clause-initial phrase is followed by the finite verb. If the verb is a verb with a ‘separable’ particle, 
the particle is stranded in the clause final base position of the verb (20b): 

(20) a.   Hier beginnt ein Satz mit einem Adverbial 
       here starts a sentence with an adverbial      
 b.   Hier fängt ein Satz mit einem Adverbial an 
     here  catches a sentence with an adverbial on  (‚on catch’ = begin) 
 c.   [Mit einem Adverbial anfangen] kann man einen Satz ja immer  
   [with an adverbial oncatch] can a sentence PRT always 

In German, the infinitival form and the finite form of the verb in present tense 2nd and 3rd person plural 
is identical. So, a sentence like (21a) is temporarily ambiguous between a continuation as in (21b) or 
in (21c):  

(21) a.   Den Satz beginnen ..... 
   the sentence begin 
 b.   Den Satz beginnen3rd.P.pl. sie diesmal am Besten mit einem Adverbial 
   the sentence begin you this-time at best with an adverbial 
 c.   [Den Satz beginnenInf.]VP könnten sie diesmal mit einem Adverbial 
   the sentence begin could you this-time with an adverbial 
 d.  Den Satz anfangen könnten sie auch mit einem Adverbial 
   the sentence on-catch could you also with an adverbial 

If, however, the verb is accompanied by a particle (21d), the presence of a particle is an unambiguous 
signal that the verb cannot be finite, since the finite verb would strand the particle (20b). A fronted 
particle verb must be (part) of a fronted phrase (20c). So, the experiment contrasted the following four 
pattern types. 

(22) a.  Die Mauern entfeuchtenpresent ... morphologically ambiguous complex verb 
   the walls dehumidify 
 b.     Die Mauern entfeuchtetenpret. ... morphologically unambiguous complex verb 
   the walls dehumidify 
 c.  Die Farbe anfeuchtenpresent ... morphologically ambiguous particle verb 
   the paint on-moisten 
 d. * Die Farbe anfeuchtetenpret. ... morphologically unambiguous particle verb 
   the paint on-moisted 

According to an ‚early commitment’ model of parsing, the human parser will identify the potentially 
finite verb in (22a), as the actual finite verb and will have to revise the assumption if (22a) develops 
into a pattern like (21c). If, as in (22c), the verb is accompanied by its particle, it is clear that it cannot 
be finite verb since in this case the particle would have to be stranded. The original assumption can be 
revised, however, since there is a possible grammatical continuation. On the other hand, a verb with an 
unambiguously finite form, as the preterite (22d), plus the particle is irreparably flawed. Unlike (22a), 
there is no continuation that could save this sentence. 
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(22a) becomes a case of a temporary but resolvable conflict if the first verb is parsed as the finite verb 
and it turns out that this decision must be revised. (22d), on the other hand, is a case of an irresolvable 
conflict. Morphology tells that the verb is finite, but there is no structure that accepts a fronted finite 
verb accompanied by its particle.  Figure 3 presents the plots of the ERP responses to the four types of 
stimuli. 

The ERP-plots show a bi-phasic change in the measured potential. The irresolvable conflict triggered 
by the pattern (22d) correlates with a left anterior negativisation followed by a positivisation. For the 
pattern with the first verb as part of a fronted VP, an increased negativity is characteristic for (22c) and 
also for (22a), namely in those cases in which a following finite auxiliary makes it clear to the parser 
that the supposedly finite verb is a non-finite one in the given sentence.  

The data demonstrate that explicit morphosyntactic indicators (finiteness and particle separability) are 
immediately taken into account by the parser insofar as they provide information that is incompatible 
with the parser's predictions. When an input string is ambiguous or underspecified, the parser proceeds 
according to its minimality preferences.17 Thus, from the perspective of the parser, potential ambigui-
ties are ignored as long as they do not have to be resolved in order to backtrack from a parse that leads 
into a conflict.  

Figure 3  

 

                                                 
17 Assign the input to the minimally convergent structure. For the verb this means that if the first verb is poten-
tially finite, it is assigned to the position of the finite verb in the declarative clause structure. At this point, the 
parser does not consider the potential alternative of a complex fronted VP. 
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The resolvable conflict (type 21c) produces only an anterior negativity. The same ERP response is 
produced by the type (21d). Only the irresolvable conflict of the type (22d) triggers the biphasic pat-
tern.18 The late positivity is a reflex of the parser’s failure to repair the conflict. Is this the objective 
behavioral correlate of the theoretician’s asterisk assigned to an allegedly ungrammatical sentence? 
Unfortunately things are not that simple. 

No ERP signature of linguistic processing activities (e.g. P600, N400, or LAN) is a signature of un-
grammaticality and nothing but ungrammaticality. Each of these signatures are attested with grammat-
ical sentences as well. N400, for instance, has been found with a scrambled order in comparison with 
an unscrambled one (Frisch & Schlesewsky 2001, Kutas & Federmeier 2000). P600 has been attested 
for sentences with a topicalized object in comparison with the variant with a topicalized subject 
(Frisch et als. 2002). As for LAN, Ueno & Kluender (2003) report this signature for scrambling, 
measured at the site of the gap, in comparison with unscrambled order. 

It is not a single special signature of the EEG activities that could be interpreted as the red traffic light 
in processing that correlates with the impression of ungrammaticality. The signatures of ungrammati-
cality come in various patterns of brain reactions. It is the task of the researcher to prove that the sig-
natures indeed are what he claims them to be in each case.     

4. Conclusion 

The self-understanding of linguists as members of the scientific community of the cognitive sciences 
sharply contrasts with the established working traditions. If linguistics is to be grounded as a branch of 
science, grammar theory will have to give up its ‘splendid isolation’ with respect to the experimental 
camp. The theoreticians must acknowledge that the practice that proved successful in the pioneering 
phase of the past decades, namely introspection and eclectic feed-back from informants, has reached 
its limits.  

If they do not actively seek the cooperation with experimental research, it is at least their responsibility 
to clearly point out what are empirically testable implications of their model. It is not enough to 
present novel and bold hypotheses and embed them into a set of assumptions that is complex enough 
to make an experimenting linguist immediately resign.  

In the neighboring disciplines of linguistics, standards for empirical research have been established. 
Since Wundt’s days, psychology, but not linguistics, has successfully set up generally accepted stan-
dards of data assessment in cognitive science. In linguistics, this task could be postponed for a long 
time, but it surely cannot be postponed forever. 

 

                                                 
18 Frisch & Schlesewsky (2001) found the same biphasic response with ungrammatical sentences that contained 
two nominatives instead of a nominative and an accusative. 
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